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A structural transition in physical networks
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In many physical networks, including neurons in the brain1,2, 
three-dimensional integrated circuits3 and underground hyphal 
networks4, the nodes and links are physical objects that cannot 
intersect or overlap with each other. To take this into account, 
non-crossing conditions can be imposed to constrain the geometry 
of networks, which consequently affects how they form, evolve 
and function. However, these constraints are not included in the 
theoretical frameworks that are currently used to characterize real 
networks5–7. Most tools for laying out networks are variants of the 
force-directed layout algorithm8,9—which assumes dimensionless 
nodes and links—and are therefore unable to reveal the geometry 
of densely packed physical networks. Here we develop a modelling 
framework that accounts for the physical sizes of nodes and links, 
allowing us to explore how non-crossing conditions affect the 
geometry of a network. For small link thicknesses, we observe a 
weakly interacting regime in which link crossings are avoided via 
local link rearrangements, without altering the overall geometry 
of the layout compared to the force-directed layout. Once the link 
thickness exceeds a threshold, a strongly interacting regime emerges 
in which multiple geometric quantities, such as the total link length 
and the link curvature, scale with the link thickness. We show that 
the crossover between the two regimes is driven by the non-crossing 
condition, which allows us to derive the transition point analytically 
and show that networks with large numbers of nodes will ultimately 
exist in the strongly interacting regime. We also find that networks 
in the weakly interacting regime display a solid-like response to 
stress, whereas in the strongly interacting regime they behave in 
a gel-like fashion. Networks in the weakly interacting regime are 
amenable to 3D printing and so can be used to visualize network 
geometry, and the strongly interacting regime provides insights into 
the scaling of the sizes of densely packed mammalian brains.

To lay out physical networks, the links and nodes must be arranged 
in such a way to avoid crossing each other, while minimizing the total 
length of the links, because long links can be costly in systems such as 
brains. In other words, we must find the shortest path for each link, 
which may not be a straight path if the straight path is obstructed by 
other nodes and links—a problem that is equivalent to stretching a 
rubber band between flexible obstacles (Fig. 1; see Supplementary 
Information section 3.A for a proof of this equivalence10).

To find the shortest path, we propose a model in which the forces that 
govern the motion of the nodes and links are determined by the gradi-
ent of the total potential energy. We define the total potential energy as:
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where Vel is the total elastic potential of all links (l = 1, …, L). Each link 
is modelled as an elastic cylinder with radius rL, which experiences 
internal elastic forces and short-range external repulsive forces from 

other links and nodes; nodes are modelled as spheres. VNL captures the 
node–link interactions at the endpoints of the links; the non-crossing 
condition is ensured by a short-range repulsive force in the node–node 
interaction VNN and in the link–link interaction VLL, which are both 
modelled as short-range Gaussian potentials with strengths set by AN 
and AL, respectively. In addition, sl parameterizes the length of link l, 
with sl

(end) denoting its endpoint; xl(sl, t) is the position of a point along 
the centre of link l at time t; Xi(t) is the position of node i (i = 1, …, N); 
rN is the range of the node–node repulsive force; k is the elastic constant 
of the links; and l ∈ 〈i〉 indicates that the sum is over all links connected 
to node i. The potential energy in equation (1) is inspired by models 
used in self-avoiding polymer chains11 and manifold dynamics12; how-
ever, given the constraints induced by the network structure, equation 
(1) has different terms and describes behaviour that is unique to net-
works.

With VLL = 0 and replacing Vel with the elastic energy of a spring, 
equation (1) reduces to the potential energy of a force-directed lay-
out (FDL) with short-range node repulsion. The lowest-energy solu-
tion of equation (1) can involve sharp bending of some links, which 
we avoid by using a Gay–Berne potential13, as in polymer physics 
(Supplementary Information section 4). Finally, we embed the network 
in a high-viscosity medium, allowing it to relax to a low-energy state 
without oscillations. Therefore, the node and link positions (Xi and xl) 
follow the first-order gradient-descent equations of motion:
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where λN and λL are the friction constants of the nodes and links 
(Supplementary Information section 3.F). We use an FDL to set the 
initial positions of the nodes and explore two versions of the model 
with different constraints: (i) in the elastic-link model (ELI), which 
corresponds to the limit λN → ∞, the positions of the nodes are 
fixed and only the links can reorganize; (ii) in the fully elastic model 
(FUEL), we assume that λN ≈ λL and hence the nodes and links are 
all free to move.

The network defined by equations (1) and (2) has an uneven potential- 
energy landscape14 with a very large number of local minima; identi-
fying the globally optimal configuration is NP hard (Supplementary 
Information section 3.G). We therefore use simulated annealing15 to 
approach an energetically favourable local minimum (Supplementary 
Information section 3.G). The computational complexity of the model 
is discussed in Supplementary Information section 8.C. In Fig. 1c we 
show how FUEL finds the optimal three-dimensional configuration of 
a lattice, helped by the thermal fluctuations from simulated annealing 
that were added to the links, which allow the layout to tunnel through 
the finite potential walls and escape local minima.

Because FDLs do not take into account the physical dimensions of 
the nodes and links, they typically have multiple link and node cross-
ings (Supplementary Information section 2). The number of cross-
ings increases linearly with rL (Fig. 2a), as predicted analytically by 
a geometric model (Supplementary Information section 2). To avoid 
these crossings, we applied ELI and FUEL to several networks with dif-
ferent topologies (random networks and Barabási–Albert16 scale-free 
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networks), sizes and link densities. We find that the networks undergo 
a geometric transition as we increase the link thickness (Fig. 2e–h).

For small rL (the weakly interacting regime), the ELI and FUEL lay-
outs are largely indistinguishable from the initial FDL. At low rL, the 
average link length l  is independent of rL, even as rL increases by 
orders of magnitude (Fig. 2b). This is unexpected, given that there is 
an increase by a factor of ten in the number of potential link crossings 
in this regime (Fig. 2a). The unchanged l  indicates that ELI and FUEL 
avoid the increasing number of crossing via only a small amount of 
local bending of the links. Similar behaviour is seen for the average 
curvature of the links C . We find that C  changes only modestly from 
its value at the smallest rL throughout the weakly interacting regime 
(Fig. 2c), which indicates that despite the multiple bends in some links 
that are necessary to avoid crossings the links remain mostly straight. 
Note that the behaviour of C  in the weakly interacting regime is mod-
el-dependent: the movement of nodes in FUEL provides a way of avoid-
ing crossings that requires less curving of the links. Altogether, we find 
that in the weakly interacting regime local link rearrangements are 
sufficient to avoid the multiple crossings that are present in the FDL.

Once rL exceeds a critical value rL
c (the strongly interacting regime), 

we observe a marked change in the geometry of the network (Fig. 2f, h).  
In ELI, with fixed node positions, the links must take long, convoluted 
routes outside the network to reach their end nodes because they are 
unable to find sufficient space between the nodes. This change in the 
link structure is particularly visible in the skeleton of the layout (white 

links in Fig. 2f, h). In FUEL, with flexible node positions, the links reach 
their destination by pushing the nodes away from each other. These 
changes for ELI and FUEL alter the behaviour of l , which in the 
strongly interacting regime increases linearly with rL. The change in 
link structure also results in relatively large changes in C  at rL

c; after 
the transition, C  decreases as 1/rL. Despite the different mechanisms 
that underpin the two models, the scalings of l  and C  in the strongly 
interacting regime in ELI and FUEL are independent of the network 
topology. The linear increase in l  and the 1/rL decrease in C  that we 
observe for both layout models are consistent with isometric scaling, 
indicating that the layouts in the strongly interacting regime are struc-
turally similar for different rL to each other if we rescale them by rL 
(Supplementary Information section 5.A).

We determine the origin of the transition in the geometry of the 
networks by estimating the transition point rL

c. When the links are much 
thinner than the node repulsion range rN, the layout is dominated by 
the repulsive forces between the nodes, which together occupy the vol-
ume = /V Nr4 2 3N N

3  (Supplementary Information section 10). When 
the volume occupied by the links becomes comparable to VN, the layout 
must change to accommodate the links. This change induces the tran-
sition from the weakly interacting regime to the strongly interacting 
regime. Taking into account the volume of all nodes and links, we cal-
culate the transition point = /�r r rc

L
c

N to be (Supplementary Information 
section 10):
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R is the radius of the layout, k is the degree of the nodes and the average 
/k3 2  is taken over the degree distribution of the network. In scale-free 

and random networks, in the limit N → ∞ we obtain ≈ − / /�r aL Nc 1 2 1 3 
(Supplementary Information section 10). Given that in many real and 
model networks L ≈ mN for some constant m, we obtain ∝ − /�r Nc 1 6; 
therefore, in the limit N → ∞ we find →�r 0c , which implies that the 
weakly interacting regime is absent in the thermodynamic limit. In 
other words, in networks with a large number of nodes, the crossings 
are so numerous that they cannot be ignored. Consequently, the FDL 
and other currently used layout tools that do not consider link crossings 
are expected to be inappropriate for large physical networks because 
the layouts of such networks are dominated by crossings.

Although networks with different N and L transition at different rL/rN 
ratios, if we scale rL/rN by �r c the transition occurs near unity for all 
networks. Using the scaling exponent of the average link length 
φ = /l l r( ( ) d[log( )] d[log( )])L  as the order parameter, the data collapse  

to a single curve (Fig. 2k), confirming the validity of equation (3). The 
fact that the transition points of networks with different topologies 
(scale-free and random networks, lattices and random geometric 
graphs; Supplementary Information section 11) exhibit similar depend-
ences on rL suggests that the transition shown in Fig. 2 is independent 
of the topology and degree distribution of the network.

Analysis of the effects of the size of the network on the scaling of the 
order parameter (finite-size scaling analysis) indicates that the layout 
transition occurs over a small, but non-zero range of rL/rN, regard-
less of the network size (Supplementary Information section 11). This 
result suggests that we are observing a crossover17,18 from mean-field 
behaviour (φ(l) = 0) to scaling behaviour (φ(l) = 1). For ELI and FUEL, 
the weakly interacting regime is well described by an FDL with local 
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Fig. 1 | Modelling framework to avoid link and node crossings. a, We 
model each link as a stretched, flexible rubber band, which is represented 
by many short springs connected to each other, pulled apart by elastic 
forces Fel. In ELI and FUEL, the links exert a repulsive force FLL on each 
other that falls sharply for radii larger than rL; for the FDL, FLL = 0 and 
rL = 0. Whereas in the FDL the links may cross each other (left), in ELI and 
FUEL such crossings are prohibited (right). b, A small network with N = 6 
nodes laid out using the FDL (left), which results in multiple link crossings 
(red links). Laying the network out using ELI (right) resolves these 
crossings. c, Evolution of the total link length (main plot) and layout of the 
lattice (insets) during simulated annealing, which determines the final 
layout of a lattice by minimizing the total link length, starting from a 
random layout with �r rL N. The thermal noise from the annealing helps 
links to pass through each other to resolve crossings.
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perturbations to resolve possible link crossings. However, this regime 
disappears in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞). In this limit, only the 
strongly interacting regime is observed, which is dominated by strong 
link–link interactions and displays universal scaling.

The crossover that we observe also alters the physical properties of 
the network. For example, the response of a network to external forces 
is captured by the Cauchy stress tensor19 Tμν = ∂μ∂νV (Supplementary 
Information section 6), which depends on the physical and material 
properties of the nodes and links. In the weakly interacting regime the 
links are mostly straight; hence, the node terms VNN and VNL dominate 
the total stress. Because each node is surrounded by a varying number 
of other nodes, the stress does not spread uniformly in all directions 
but has shear (off-diagonal) components—a common feature of solids. 
In the strongly interacting regime, the links fill up the space; hence, the 
link contributions Vel + VLL dominate Tμν, resulting in a diagonal total 
stress tensor (Supplementary Information section 6). In other words, 
we predict that networks in the strongly interacting regime will display 

a fluid or gel-like response to external stress. To test the validity of the 
solid–gel transition, we compress the networks generated by FUEL in 
the y direction and measure the tensile forces σμ = Tμμ (Fig. 3a; 
Supplementary Information section 6). We again observe a crossover 
at the value of �r c predicted by equation (3) from a roughly constant 
stress in the weakly interacting regime to a monotonically increasing 
stress in the strongly interacting regime (Fig. 3b). Furthermore,  
as we rotate the network, we find that the stress ratio σ∥/σ⊥ displays 
large fluctuations in the weakly interacting regime—behaviour that is 
often observed in anisotropic solids. The fluctuations vanish at the 
transition point �r c and the stress ratio settles to the hydrostatic ratio 
σ σ/ = /⊥ 1 2  (Fig. 3c)—as expected for gels under pressure.

In summary, the geometry of physical networks is characterized by 
two distinct regimes: a weakly interacting regime, in which the overlap 
between the nodes and links is avoided via local link rearrangements, 
and a strongly interacting regime, the layout of which is shaped by the 
link–link expulsion. Networks in the weakly interacting regime are 
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Fig. 2 | Crossover in network layouts. a, The number of link crossings in 
random (circles) and scale-free (stars) networks using ELI (orange) and 
FUEL (blue) are calculated assuming that the links are straight (that is, 
using the FDL), and then normalized by the total number of pairs of links 
to obtain the crossing fraction shown. The number of link crossings in the 
FDL grows linearly with rL (grey dashed line), saturating at very high rL.  
A physically realistic layout must resolve this increasing number of 
crossings. b, In all four cases, the average link length l  remains largely 
constant in the weakly interacting regime, but grows linearly (dashed grey 
line) in the strongly interacting regime. c, The average link curvature C  
increases slowly in the weakly interacting regime, with FUEL exhibiting 
higher average curvature than ELI, then falls linearly (dashed grey line) in 
the strongly interacting regime. d, The relaxation time of the simulated 
annealing grows substantially near the transition point = / = /�r r r r rc

L
c

N L N 
(vertical pink line). e–h, ELI (e, f; orange) and FUEL (g, h; blue) layouts 
for a Barabási–Albert network16 with N = 20 nodes and minimum 
degree m = 2. When �r rL N, the ELI (e) and FUEL (g) layouts are similar 
to the FDL (not shown). For larger rL, links bend to avoid each other: for 

ELI (f), the links do not fit inside the region containing the nodes and 
make outward arcs; by contrast, because nodes are free to move for FUEL 
(h), the layout behaves more gently (that is, it contains shorter links, which 
bend less relative to ELI). In f and h, the bottom left parts of the image 
show the full-scale networks and the top right parts show the node and 
link ‘skeletons’, with the colours inverted, to help to visualize the geometry. 
i, In the weakly interacting regime �r r( )L N , the links are thin and the 
radius of the entire layout is approximately the radius R of the bounding 
sphere that surrounds the N nodes of radius rN. l, At larger rL/rN, thick 
links avoid crossing each other and their volume dominates the volume of 
the whole layout. j, The order parameter ⟨ ⟩φ = /l l r( ) d[log( )] d[log( )]L  
(the scaling exponent of ∝ φl r l

L
( )) versus rL/rN for networks with different 

N (50–200) and L (97–1,159) and different geometries (orange, random; 
blue, scale-free). k, Rescaling the ratio rL/rN by �rc (equation (3)) collapses 
the transition point, shown where φ(l) = 1/2 (red circle). This transition 
occurs over a small range of rL/rN (pink shaded area in a–d) regardless of 
the system size, providing evidence of a crossover. The black dashed curve 
is a smooth fit to the order parameter.
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solid-like, whereas those in the strongly interacting regime behave like 
gels. The transition that we observe between the two regimes is unique 
to three dimensions: because links are effectively one-dimensional 

objects, the non-crossing condition results in knot-like constraints in 
three dimensions, which prevent the links from passing through each 
other. In four dimensions or more, knots of one-dimensional objects 
can be untied20, so the non-crossing conditions will not constrain the 
geometry. Therefore, three is the lowest number of dimensions in which 
links can avoid each other by bending and the highest in which they 
cannot pass by each other without breaking or tunnelling.

Both regimes have applications. In contrast to the physical networks 
considered thus far in which the nodes and links have physical sizes, 
many networks, such as disease–gene interactions, are more abstract, 
with no real three-dimensional manifestation. In such cases, the layout 
of the network is not limited by the physical constraints of the system, 
but can be chosen in such a way to best visualize the underlying net-
work structure. Thus, the weakly interacting regime is appropriate for 
network visualizations because it clearly separates nodes and links and 
is amenable to 3D printing, which provides a way of interacting with 
the network and exploring its inner structure directly. As an example, 
we consider a network with 184 nodes and 716 links that represents 
ingredients that share flavour compounds21. For networks such as 
this with high link densities, two-dimensional visualizations suffer 
from visual cluttering, making only a fraction of the links visible21. A 
three-dimensional layout may provide more clarity, but the FDL still 
exhibits node and link overlap (Fig. 3d), obstructing the details of the 
geometry of the network. By contrast, when applying FUEL and choos-
ing rL to be sufficiently small that the layout is in the weakly interacting 
regime, we obtain a geometry that reveals the underlying structure of 
the network and is amenable to 3D printing (Fig. 3e). Given that for 
large N link crossings in the FDL are inevitable, the method introduced 
here to resolve crossings will be essential as we aim to visualize large 
networks. Although the weakly interacting regime vanishes in the ther-
modynamic limit (N  → ∞), for a large but finite network with a fixed 
number of nodes we will always be able to choose rL and rN so that we 
stay in the weakly interacting regime.

The strongly interacting regime is directly relevant to the brain—a 
three-dimensional physical network in which the close-packing of the 
axons is critical to their ability to form synapses22,23. A scaling law of 

∝ .V Aw w
1 5  between the volume Vw and surface area Aw of the white 

matter in rodent brains has been observed previously24. This law 
implies that in these networks the average neuron length scales with 
the axon thickness as = / ∝l V A rw w L, as predicted for the strongly 
interacting regime (Fig. 2b). If we describe anatomical regions as nodes 
and axon bundles connecting the anatomical regions as links, then the 
thickness of the axon bundles rL is comparable to the size of the ana-
tomical regions. This result supports the prediction of the empirical 
scaling that these brain networks are in the strongly interacting regime. 
Thus, equations (1) and (2) provide an appropriate modelling frame-
work to capture the geometry of dense neuronal networks, generating 
a layout that minimizes the total link length25,26 while respecting the 
non-crossing conditions that axons must obey1.

Data availability
All data used in the figures were generated using the simulation code available 
at https://github.com/nimadehmamy/3D-ELI-FUEL. The data that support the 
findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable 
request.
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